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INTERIOR DESIGN

It's said there's a world of difference between a room
designed by a professional interior designer and one
done by a home decorator.

From balancing colour schemes to hanging artwork,
planning lighting and even positioning curtains,
designers have a box of tricks that can turn an average
scheme into a fabulous space. We've rounded up some
of the trade's best-kept secrets to take your own décor
to the next level. Click or scroll through and shh – just
keep it quiet...

Here are 10 design tips that can  help you create a luxury home on

any budget.



THE ENTRY

CREATING  A  BEAUTIFUL  AND

FUNTIONAL  ENTRY

TIP  1

ADD A GALLERY WALL

The entry introduces visitors to your home.  A
welcoming gallery wall tells your guest a little
about you and what they may see further into your
home.  Black and white are stylish colours and
would great against most walls.



For a more stylish look..,
try to adding gold elements

FOR  A  GLAM  LOOK

G O L D

Depending on the size of your entry a black matte wall 
 with gold picture frames will add drama to your entry.



This black and gold large wall art
piece with marble effect in a gold and
glass frame will provide an instant
and impactful entry point. 

You can get 10% this piece by pressing
the button.

RETAIL THERAPY

https://www.1reddoorlane.com/product-page/black-gold-wall-art


THE LIVING
ROOM

ITS  ALL  ABOUT  THE  SOFA

TIP  2

Creating inspiring cozy living rooms for the winter can be
easy when you start with the right sofa.  Whether you
choose to go with modern sofa or a Chesterfield, creating
inspiring interior design makes a good first impression and
can be a great place to snuggle.



THE SOFA

ITS  ALL  ABOUT  THE  SOFA

TIP  3

SOFA  STYLES

Modern /Contemporary 

https://www.1reddoorlane.com/product-page/blue-velvet


Transitional and Modern

Traditional 

https://www.1reddoorlane.com/product-page/orla-black-velvet-sofa
https://www.1reddoorlane.com/product-page/grey-velvet-sofa


Plants are a great way to make your home to stand out,
whether outside or inside. If you want your interior design
to stand out, decorate your home interiors with large
plants. Arrange a couple of large plants in the hallway or
place them in your living room. And a plants don’t cost a
lot of money, they make for a great idea when looking to
elevate your interior design on a budget.

DECORATE
WITH LARGE

PLANTS
ADD  A  TOUCH  OF  NATURE  

TIP  4



Lighting can make or break even the best interior design. If
you want to impress guests with thrilling home interior
design, be sure to get lighting right. Pendant lamps are the
best choice of lighting for a modern home interior. But
when it comes to pendant lights, make sure you choose
something that has an extraordinary, unusual design – one
that calls attention and can trigger visual focus upward.

HANGING
INTERIOR
PENDANT

LIGHTS
ADD  DRAMA  WITH  LIGHTS

TIP  4



ELEVATE THE
WALLS WITH
WOODWORK

PANELLING  ADDS  SOPHISTICATION

TO  YOUR  WALLS

TIP  5

Regardless of the color that you’ve chosen for your interior
design, consider elevating your home with dazzling white
woodwork. This interior design for home  offers a sweet
contrast against brightly colored walls and dark wooden
floors. It also provides a traditional edge to your interior
design while making your home interiors look fresh and
elegant.



DISPLAY A
CONSOLE IN
THE FOYER

TIP  4

As your guests will most likely be passing through
your hallway when entering your home. One way to
make your interior decoration stand out is to place a
console table on one side of your foyer. If you’re
trying looking for the best in interior design on a
budget, consider upcycling an old vintage console.
Paint it in coordinating hues, and decorate it with
stylish objects.



CHOOSE
COLOURS THAT

INSPIRE
COLOURS  CAN  CHANGE  THE  MOOD

IN  YOUR  HOME

TIP  7

Remember that your choice of color can make or
break your interior design ideas. Be careful blending
the colors for your interior decoration. If you want
your décor to stand out, don’t stick with neutrals as
they’re too subtle and will not make your space
standout. Instead, choose colorful patterns that are
aesthetically appealing and pleasing to the eyes.



A hardy way to wow your guests is by installing
stylish and sleek hardwood flooring boasting a rare
wood in your home interiors. You may need to hire
professional contractors for the installation of the
flooring, but this interior design add-on is worth the
investment. The impact of this classic flooring style is
not only gorgeous, but is certain to increase the value
of your home.

INSTALL
HARWOOD
FLOORING

CREATING  BEAUTIFUL  FLOORS

TIP  8



INCORPORATE
UNIQUE

DESIGNS
ADD  YOUR  PERSONALITY

TIP  9



DECORATING
WITH BOOKS

USING  BOOKS  AS  PART  OF  YOUR

DECOR  IS  AN  EXCELLENT  WAY  TO

ADD  A  CHIC  LOOK  TO  YOUR  ROOM .

TIP  10
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